A molecular understanding of mitoxantrone-DNA adduct formation: effect of cytosine methylation and flanking sequences.
When mitoxantrone is activated by formaldehyde it can form adducts with DNA. These occur preferentially at CpG and CpA sequences and are enhanced 2-3-fold at methylated CpG sequences compared with non-methylated sites. We sought to understand the molecular factors involved in enhanced adduct formation at these methylated sites. This required, first, clarification of factors that contributed to the formation of adducts at CpG sites. For this purpose mass spectrometry of an oligonucleotide duplex (containing a single CpG adduct site) was used to confirm the presence of an additional carbon atom (derived from formaldehyde) on the drug-DNA complex. The effect of 3'-flanking sequences was revealed by electrophoretic analysis of oligonucleotide-drug adducts, and the preferred adduct-forming site was identified as 5'-CGG-3'. Radiolabeled studies of drug-DNA adducts confirmed that the site of attachment involved the exocyclic amino of guanine. Molecular modeling analysis of the relative stability of the intercalated form of mitoxantrone was consistent with observed adduct-forming potential of CG sites with varying flanking sequences. The known preference for adduct formation at methylated CG sites was confirmed by energetics calculations and shown to be due to a shift of equilibrium of the intercalated form of the drug from the major groove (at CG sites) to the minor groove (at methylated CG sites). This increases the relative amount of drug that is located adjacent to the N-2 exocyclic amino of guanine in the minor groove, where covalent linkage is facilitated. These results account for the enhanced covalent binding of mitoxantrone to methylated CG sequences and provide a molecular model of the interactions.